Abstract. Let 5 be a locally compact semigroup and T a locally compact subsemigroup of S. It is shown that, for a large class of semigroups S, if T is 'reasonably large', the absolutely continuous measures on T extend to measures whose translates by some points of S are absolutely continuous on S. As a consequence we prove the absolute continuity of translates of some measures related to a locally quasi-invariant measure.
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, let S denote a locally compact jointly continuous topological semigroup, M(S) the set of all bounded complex-valued Radon measures on S and C0(S) the set of all continuous functions on S which vanish at infinity. Identifying M(S) as the first dual of C0(S), it is well known that M (S) is a Banach algebra under the usual norm, | ||, and convolution multiplication given by
/x * "(/) -///(^) *W dv(x) (p,vE M(S);f E C0(S)).
In the papers [1] , [2] , [3] and [7] certain subspaces of the algebra M (S) are studied-the purpose being to find an analogue of LX(G) for a locally compact group G. Let M¡,(S) (M^(S)) be the set of all measures u in M(S) such that the mapping x -» x * | w| (x -» | p\ * x) of S into M(S) is weakly continuous, where 3c denotes the point mass at x and | p\ the total variation of p. Then taking Ma(S) to be M^(S) n Mra(S) we have the set studied in [2] , [3] and [9] . In particular, from [2, Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 3.2] and [3, Theorem 2. 6] we note that Ma(S) is an L-ideal of M (S) (i.e. Ma(S) is a norm closed linear subspace of M(S) such that for any v, p E M(S) we have (i) if v « | p\ and ft E Ma(S) then v E Ma(S) and (ii) ff v e Ma(S) then v * p, p*v E Ma(S)). Further, when S is a group then Ma(S) (or Afj(S)) can be identified with the usual group algebra LX(S) (see e.g. [6, 19 .27 and 20.31]). A different approach is made in [7] , where it is shown that if m is a positive measure on S such that m(x~xE) = m(Ex~x) = 0 whenever m(E) = 0 for all Borel E c S and x E S, then taking L(S, m) = [v E M(S): v « m), L(S, m) has some properties related to those of the usual group algebra LX(G) of a locally compact group G. It is natural to ask whether there is any relationship between L(S, m) and Ma(S). We will give a partial answer to this problem in Theorem 3.7. In §4 we will give an example of a semigroup S equal to the support of a measure m with the property (studied in [7] and) mentioned above but with Ma(S) equal to zero.
Further, it is of interest to know the relationship between Ma(T) and Ma(S), when T is a locally compact subsemigroup of S. For example for those subsemigroups T of some semigroups S for which we are able to show that Ma(T) = {v E Ma(S): \p\(S \ T) = 0} (cf. Corollary 3.4) we have for instance: If S is commutative and equal to the carrier space of Ma(S), then the bounded multiplicative linear functionals on [v E Ma(S); \t>\(S \ T) = 0} are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all continuous semicharacters on T. This follows easily from [3, Theorem 4.4] and one can easily note that [8, Theorem 13 ] is a special case of this result.
However, when S is not cancellative such subsemigroups T for which Ma(T) = [v E Ma(S): \v\(S \ T) = 0} are not easy to come by (see e.g. Remark 3.6). In that case we obtain a generalization of such an identification in Theorem 3.2.
We begin by collecting together some results and introducing further notation, in §2, which will be needed in § §3 and 4.
2. Preliminaries. For any sets A, B C S and x E S, let AB = {xy: x E A,y E B), A~XB = {y E S: ay E B for some a E A), x~xB = {x)'xB, A~xx = A~x{x) and similarly define AB~X, Bx'x and xA~x. We say a measure u is absolutely continuous if p E Ma(S). The measure x * p is the left translate of p by xES(pE M(S)). Whenever S has an identity element 1, Sx will denote the set of all x E S such that X~xx n xX~x is a neighbourhood of 1, whenever A7 is a neighbourhood of x. This set Sx plays a very significant role whenever S is a foundation semigroup with an identity element 1 (see e.g. [4] and [9] ). In particular, from [9, 6.9 and 7.8] we have the following: 2.1 Lemma. // S is a foundation semigroup with an identity element 1, then Sx is an ideal of S (i.e. xy,yx E 5, for all x E Sx andy E S) and d(S \ Sx) = 0 (i.e. Ma(S) is 'concentrated' on Sx).
The next result was proved by us in [4] .
2.2 Proposition. Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element 1 andp E M(S). Then (i)x*pE Ma(S),for allx E S^d^) n ¿u);
(ii) if F is a subsemigroup containing a countable subset Oß such that if x * | p\(B) = 0 (x E cy then x * | p\(B) = 0 (x E F), we have x * | u] E Ma(S) (x E Sx(d(F) n F)F).
We will need the next lemma in Theorem 3.2. 
Finally for any E c S, let M'a(S, E) = ( p E M(S): x * | ji| E Ma(S) for some x E E) and note that A/j(S, E) is a subalgebra of M(S) such that if v E M(S), p E M¿(S, E) and v<\p\ then v E M¡(S, E). (This follows from the fact that Ma(S) is an L-ideal as pointed out in the introduction.)
Further if S is a group and £^0, then evidently Mla(S, E) = Ma(S).
3. Main results. Throughout this section S is a foundation semigroup with an identity element 1 and T is a locally compact subsemigroup of 5. We will only give proofs for the left-handed case, from which the right-handed and two-sided cases should be clear.
Lemma. Let E be a subset of S with d(E) nonempty and p E M(S). If
[x * | p\: x E E") is a relatively weak compact subset of M(S) (n E w) and F= U ™=lE",then
Here E"+ ' = EE" (n E a) and E ' = E.
Proof. By [5, Théorème 2], the relative weak compactness of {3c* |u|: x E E") implies that {3c* |u|: x E E") satisfies item (b) of the theorem of [10] . From [10, pp. 139 and 140] it follows that there is a countable set An c E" such that 3c * | p\(B) = 0 (x E An) implies 3c * | p\(B) = 0 (x E E").
Let 0^ = U"°°=i^ and observe that 3c * | p\(B) = 0 (x E OJ implies 3c * | p\(B) = 0 (x E F). By Proposition 2.2(h) we are done. Proof. Let 9 be as stated in Lemma 2.3. Let v E A/j(5, 5, n T)\T. There is x E T n Sx with x * \v\ E Ma(S). By [2, 2. 4 
and 3.2], (x * |p|)|7-E Ma(S).
Consequently 0((x * \v\)\T) E Ma(T). Since x E T, by the definition of 0, we get Hi* * I'M = Hx * M) = x * 0(\p\) = x * |0OO|.
Thus 000 E Mla(T,T n S,).
On the other hand suppose v' E Mla(T,T n 5,). There is a unique j» in M(S)\T, such that #0) = v', by Lemma 2.3. There is x0 E T n Sx such that x0 * |V| E MJT}. Since rfiT) ¥= 0, there is a measure n E Ma(S) such that rj(70 > 0. By the regularity of 17, we can find a compact subset E contained in T, such that j\(E) > 0. Thus d(E) ^ 0. Observe that E" is a compact subset of T(n E «). So, by our definition of Ma(T), {y * (x0 * \v'\): y E E") is a weakly compact subset of M(T) (n E w). For all x,y E T v/e have y * (x * K!) = y * x * 0(\v\) = 0(y*(x* \p\)).
It follows that {(y * (x0 * \v\))\T: y £ E") is a weakly compact subset of Af (7) 
Consequently v E M'a(S, T n Sx).
It is now evident from Lemma 2.3 that the restriction of 0 to M'a(S, T n S,)|7-is the required isometric algebra isomorphism. Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.4 and the fact that Ma(S) = L(S, m) (see [6, 19.27 and 20 .31]).
3.6 Remark. In general no identification of Ma(T) and Ma(S)\T can be achieved even when S is compact commutative and d(T) = T.
For example consider S = [0, 1] with the usual topology and the operation xy = min(x + y, 1). This example is borrowed from [9] . S is evidently a foundation semigroup. Take T= [\, 1] 
and observe that Ma(T) = M(T).
However, for all x E [ \, 1), 3c E Ma(S).
As an application of Theorem 3.2, we obtain the following theorem which relates local quasi-invariance to absolute continuity. Proof. Let v E L(S, m) be fixed. We start by observing that if E c S is such that d(E) = E and E is compact, then (1) d(E") = E" («Eco).
It is sufficient to prove (1) for the case where n = 2, and an easy induction type of argument will yield the general case. Recalling that Ma(S) is norm closed in M (S) and w « 17 with 17 E Ma(S) implies p E Ma(S) (see Clearly x * \v\ <x * mr (x E F), where p is identified with V\T. Consequently x * H E Ma(T) (x E T^d^L,^) n Lm?.)). Since Tx is an ideal of F and F, c 5,, we have proved that x * |p| E Ma(T) for some x E F n S,.
Thus p E Mj(F, F n S,). By Theorem 3.2, it follows that v E Mla(S, Sx). This completes our proof.
4. An example. We construct a commutative 5 and a Borel measure m on S such that Lm = S and supp(m) = 5, but Ma(S) = (0}-the zero subspace of M(S). Let {x"} be an enumeration of S and take m = 2"=1 2-"x". Then Lm = S and supp(m) = S. However Ma(S) = (0). To verify the last assertion the reader can check that if x = n + 2-\ then the mappings -+y * x({n + 2}) of 5 into R is not continuous at n + 2 (n, k E w). I am indebted to Dr. A. L. T. Paterson for useful discussions.
